
For More Information: 
 

RoboTalent 
Phone: 972/231-7744 
Email:  
RoboTalent@yahoo.com 

www.RoboTalent.com 

To Rent A Robot� 
1 Let us know the type and quantity of robot(s) you want to 

rent. 

2 Tell us the name and dates of your event – we will add on 
days for shipping, but you pay only for the number of days 
of actual use. 

3 Send complete contact, billing and shipping information. 

4 We will send you a rental agreement to be signed and 
returned along with a deposit of 50% to reserve your 
dates. The balance is due no later than 14 days prior to 
the event. 

5 Send us information about the event and the messages, 
promotions and special features you want our operator to 
emphasize. A multi-day event can emphasize different 
features each day. 

 

To Purchase Your Own Robot... 
Once you’ve seen our robots in action you may want to 
purchase one of your own. There are a wide variety of 
different vehicles available – bikes, motorcycles, cars, planes, 
Jeeps, Hummers, tractors, golf carts, etc.  
 
Check the website or give us a call for more information. 

www.ProboticsAmerica.com 
 

20% of your rental fee can be applied to purchases 
made within 90 days of rental 
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Robots Make Your Message 
Memorable 

 

 

RoboTalent is an affiliate of 

PROBOTICS AMERICA 



Proven to be highly successful at generating 
– and entertaining! -  HUGE crowds! 
 

Our appealing and engaging robots are a particularly effective 
communications device.  
 
Our robots have been used 
effectively in 

♦ Tradeshows 
♦ Exhibits 
♦ Parades 
♦ Fairs & Carnivals 
♦ Demonstrations 
♦ Theme parks 
♦ Grand openings 
♦ Corporate events 
♦ School events 
♦ Children‘s parties 
♦ Grocery stores 
♦ Health fairs & hospitals 
♦ Real estate agencies & Open Houses 
♦ Retail malls 
♦ Museums & science centers 
♦ Zoos and aquariums 
♦ Gift shops 
♦ Promotions 
♦ TV Ads 
♦ Auto dealer showrooms 
♦ Non-profit fund-raising 

 
Anywhere you want to make a lasting impression. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Robots are a “media magnet” 

Rent the BandBots... 

The RoboWrangler Country Western 
Band includes 2 fully automated robots 
that perform popular country western 
songs along with an independent sound 
system (or they can be plugged into 
your existing system).  

As they ‘sing’ their mouths move, they ‘play’ their instruments 
and their heads and bodies move to the music.  

The band is programmed to play 12 different songs, for 
approximately 20 minutes on, 20 minutes off – and they can 
operate all day! We can also add programming to have the 
characters discuss special features, events or promotions 
with each other and with the audience.  

Rental Rates: $225 per hour 

  $700 per day (1st day)/$600 per day (after 1st) 

  (plus expenses) 
 

Rent a Trash Talker... 

Trash Talkers look and function like 
ordinary containers but they talk and their 
‘mouth’ flap moves with the sound. The 
Probotics America Trash Talker is 
programmed to play 25 different 
comments either at random intervals or 
when triggered by the insertion of trash. 
Messages include: 

“Good job!”, “Put your trash right here.”, 

“Hey, is that recyclable — I really like recyclable stuff!” 

No operator is included. Trash Talkers will be shipped to you 
a few days prior to your event. Just unpack them and plug 
them into a standard wall outlet and turn them on and off 
each day.  

Rental Rates: $450 can for 7 days/$675 can for 14 days 

  $400 shipping/handling (round trip)  
 Rented in multiples of 4 – minimum order is 4 cans  



Rent a Bikebot... 

What message do you want to get across? 
Our attractive and appealing BikeBot series 
of robots can both entertain and 
communicate that message to adults and 
children.  

Choose a robot on a trike, a Green Gator 
tractor, an ambulance, or a firetruck with 
build-in TV/DVD player. Heads are 
interchangeable, so you can choose from 
male or female, Hispanic, Caucasian or 
African-American. 

The performer/operator will review your 
materials beforehand to become familiar 
with your event and message and will also 
meet with you for an on-site consultation 
prior to start of performance. He can 
customize his interactions with guests to 
promote different events or features each 
day of a multi-day rental. 

Daily rental includes up to six 45 minute performances. The 
operator/performer should have access to a location on-site 

where the robot and vehicle can be 
plugged into a standard wall outlet to 
recharge between performances and 
overnight. 

Discounts are available for non-profit agencies. 

 

 

Rental Rates: $150 per hour 

  (2 hour minimum) 

  $700 per day (1st day) 

  $600 per day (after 1st day) 

  (plus expenses) 

Our robots can�. 
 

♦ Dress for your event  

♦ Play music to attract attention and create a mood. 

♦ Greet visitors, welcome VIPs, and provide information that 
guests will listen to! 

♦ Include your corporate name and/or logo on their vehicle 
or clothing. 

♦ Follow a custom script or improvise your message. 

♦ Distribute promotional material. 

♦ Make waiting in line part of your entertainment. 

♦ Use their built-in speaker system to direct traffic. 

♦ Be used inside or outside 

♦ Participate in media interviews 

♦ Guide people to exhibits/events you want to promote 

 

Our animatronic ambassadors are controlled by a 
professional operator/performer using a wireless transmitter 
to help the robots “make eye contact” with their audience by 
moving their head right/left and up/down and to move the 
vehicle throughout your facility. 

 
The state-of-the-art 
wireless speech/hearing 
system allows 
spontaneous, interactive 
conversations out of sight 
of your audience. The 
robot’s mouth moves 
automatically, 
synchronized to voice, or 
as the robot ‘sings’ via MP3 
player.  


